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ABSTRACT. The most important powers of the state rest is its ability to levy taxes, spend
and borrow money. Decisions about this are usually highly centralised in the finance min-
istry. In the current financial crisis states are imposing austerity measures in the teeth of
widespread popular opposition. It is likely that at least part of this opposition stems from
the perceived lack of a mechanism whereby Joe and Jane Citizen can influence these en-
deavours. Here we propose a voting procedure by which decisions levels of the main taxes
and the main headings of government expenditure can be democratised. Our protocol can
address both the security issues of such voting and the obvious objection that such popu-
lar votes would lead to inconsistent results: everyone wanting both more expenditure and
lower taxes. The protocol allows mass participation, harnessing the wisdom of crowds
and bypassing the excessive influence that powerful fianancial lobbies can have on gov-
ernment expenditure decisions. We will present an account of a prototype system able to
work on smart phone technology that has been the key to organising popular protests dur-
ing the Arab Spring. We will argue that these technologies allow a recreation of the direct
democracy of the old Greek agora.

1. INTRODUCTION

In modern economies production has been divided into two portions: the first can be
referred to as commodities, and the second free public goods, allocated via the political
process. Commodity markets support a kind of informal voting on what is to be produced.
Such “voting” is biased by income distribution, and influenced by a number of factors such
as market saturation and the economy in general. The benefit of this kind of “voting”, ie.
the free market system, is that it allows multi-dimensional choices and tradeoffs. This
supports a high bandwidth communication between consumers and producers. Yet no one
would refer to this process as democratic.

Democracies allow citizens to exercise their vote at regular intervals. Suffrage usually
starts when citizens have attained 18 years of age. Such voting is indeed democratic but
only facilitates communication of a very low bandwidth. One of the problems is that voters
choose one out of a list of possible options. The extent of their vote is to choose one of the
options. They cannot, for example, convey their degree of confidence in, or support for, a
particular candidate. The “choose one” requirement means they are implicitly expressing
full support for one person and no support for others. Some elections allow candidates to
rank their choices, and this does support a slightly higher bandwidth but this is not widely
applied; most countries preferring the one choice model.

Each voter generally has one, and only one, vote which allows citizens to transmit one
or two bits of information to the government at each electoral cycle [20]. It is impossible
to convey the electorate’s mindset using one bit per electoral cycle. We also have to trust
them to act on our behalf, in our best interests, as our proxies. Piketty [17] argues precisely
this point, saying that it would be better to have 2-round voting systems, so that the results
of the first round serve as a communication mechanism to better inform voters of other
voters’ opinions.
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Between elections, MPs make decisions, ostensibly on behalf of the electorate, that the
electorate might not necessarily agree with. A recent example, in Ireland, is related to the
legality of abortion in that country. The mood of the populace appears to be that abortions
should be legalised but the government refuses to countenance it [23]. In the UK, groups
such as the disabled decry goverment’s failure to listen to them and to accommodate their
special needs [22]. MPs routinely make decisions on controversial issues, such as the right
of prisoners to vote [27], and appear to lack the wherewithal to consult the people they
represent each time something like this needs to be debated. Elections are indeed very
expensive to run, and one can readily appreciate that governments cannot afford to run an
election to garner public opinion on every possible decision. Furthermore, people tend to
become apathetic when they are asked to vote too often [4].

Modern communications technologies could potentially allow a higher bandwidth of
public participation, and we believe that mobile phone technology provides a good medium
for this. This is especially true since mobile phone penetration has reached 130% in West-
ern Europe and over 5 billion connections worldwide [2].

In previous publications [18, 19] we described Handivote, a system for voting using
phones, that is both transparent and secure. We give a brief summary in Section 2. Be-
fore we discuss Handivote, however, we will present the general idea behind electronic
plebiscites.

2. ELECTRONIC PLEBISCITES

Current political systems tend to have a very limited degree of democracy. Such con-
trol as the people have over public policy is indirect - mainly taking the form of periodic
elections of popular representatives to the parliament. This form of indirect representa-
tion contrasts with the direct democracy that operated in ancient Greece where the entire
citizen body would gather in the town square to debate and vote on issues which affected
them. The ancient states of Greece were little more than we would now call towns, and
techniques that work for a town become impossible in a modern nation state. A nation can
not physically gather its population into one place to deliberate on policy.

At the time it was introduced, the right to vote for representatives in parliament was
a big step forward. It was clearly better than having a parliament in which MP’s were
essentially appointed by the local aristocracy, but, when compared with direct democracy
it has inherent weaknesses.

During the lifetime of a parliament, an MP, let us call her Ms Gray, will vote on perhaps
100 different items of legislation. Even if we suppose that the system that elected Ms
Gray was fair, all this means is that a majority of her constitutents prefered Ms Gray to
her rivals Mr Red, Ms Green, and Mr Black. It does not follow that each time Ms Gray
votes in the Parliament, her vote will represent the wishes of a majority of her constituents.
That would only occur if the population at large lined up neatly into political parties, with
all Labour voters agreeing with every act brought forward by a Labour government, and
all Tory voters agreeing with every act of their own government. As a consequence, it it
quite possible that the parliament will enact laws with which a majority of the population
disagree.

On very major constitutional issues, national referenda or plebiscites are held. Their in-
frequency stems both from the complexity and expense of holding them, and also from the
reluctance of elected politicians to give up any of their power to the people they ostensibly
represent.
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FIGURE 1. Traditional direct democracy in Switzerland (Wikimedia).

Contrast this to what happens on TV. Every week there are reality TV shows, or com-
petitions in which the viewers are asked phone in to decide which contestant is to win or
loose. What makes them worth doing, from the TV companies point of view, is that they
are able to charge viewers’ phone bills every time they vote. What has made them feasi-
ble is the digital technology which allows incoming phone calls and Short Text Messages
to be rapidly counted. Commercial interests have resulted in a technology being devel-
oped, which, if applied in the field of national politics, would give citizens real democratic
control over the executive.

Before the phone voting used on TV could be used in anything other than games, some-
thing would have to be done to make it not just efficient, which it already is, but secure,
which it certainly is not. In TV phone voting, there is nothing to stop you voting as often as
you wish for the candidate of your choice, provided that you are willing to pay the charge.

If this were the only problem with phone voting, there would be an apparently easy
answer: simply design the vote counting software so that it only counts a single vote from
each phone. Unfortunately, this would not prevent someone with both a landline and mo-
bile phone from voting twice. If everyone trusted the state, the obvious solution would be
for voters to register their phone number when they register to vote. This would ensure one
person, one vote, but what if citizens feared the government?

Would citizens not be afraid that the government could easily find out how they had
voted? Might that information affect the way the government dealt with citizens, who had
voted for the opposition, in the future?

What is needed is a way of identifying each voter so that they can only vote once, but at
the same time preventing the government from discovering how they voted.

Another issue needs to be mentioned in concluding this section. Citizens need to be
able to confirm that their vote has been registered and counted correctly. Prior to the 2004
US presidential election there was considerable controversy over the fact that one of the
most widely used new voting machines, the Diebold, was manufactured by a company
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whose director had pledged that he would ensure that Ohio’s vote went to Bush [13]. This
meant that when Bush won the election many wondered whether the outcome had been
legitimate. A study in the Review of Economics and Statistics [9] concluded that there was
a clear correlation between the use of Diebold voting machines and whether the vote went
to Bush or to Kerry, though they were hesitant about concluding that this was evidence
of fraud. Instead they argued that voting machines could have had a disincentive effect
on Hispanic voters who tended to be Kerry supporters. Whether the 2004 US election
was manipulated or not will probably never be known, but the existence of the controversy
underlines the fact that any electronic voting system must be designed to provide the public
with assurance that everything is fair, open and trustworthy.

THE PROPOSED VOTING MECHANISM

We proposed a system called Handivote [18, 19] a number of years ago. A short sum-
mary is provided here for the sake of clarity. We present this as an example of a voting
stsrem with low overheads, but other systems could obviously also be used.

FIGURE 2. Handivote

There are three phases to Handivote’s use:

• Voter Registration: During voter registration people present some valid form of
identity at a public place and in return are allowed to put their hand into a box and
select a sealed envelope containing their voter card. Each card has a voter number,
which for the UK could be 12 digits long. This is logically split into two fields:
an 8 digit unique voter identifier and a 4 digit PIN. Because of the way cards are
distributed nobody other than the voter herself knows what card number she has.

• Voting: During the voting phase the telephone number for voting in the plebiscite
is publicised on a website. To vote, the voter sends an SMS to the given mobile
number. If the voter does not possess a mobile phone he/she can use an ordinary
one: dial the number and key in the voter and PIN numbers after which the system
would allow them to indicate their options for each of the questions within the
plebiscite. Calls to the numbers would have to be free so that people without
phones could vote using public call boxes.
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Software ensures that each each voter card number can only place one vote.
If anyone were afraid that Caller Identification would be used to track down who
sent in the vote, they could simply withhold their number when making the call.

• Publication of Results: When votes are counted electronically, lists of all the voter
card numbers, along with the chosen budgetary alternatives, are posted on the web,
but without the PIN fields. This means that the counts are open to public scrutiny.
Anyone with a modicum of computer skills can check that the published tally is
correct. Any voter who is concerned can check if her voter number was included
in the right list. Because the PIN is kept secret it is possible for voters to use the
same voter number in multiple plebiscites even though the unique voter identifier
part of their number has been published in previous polls.

Publication of the list of votes also facilitates independent verification of the
count of votes cast for each proposition. This avoids the secrecy that has bedeviled
electronic voting in the USA where it leads to suspicion that the voting machine
firms, who sympathise with the Republican party, have rigged the results of recent
elections.

FIGURE 3. Handivote Voter Card

3. NUMERIC OUTCOMES

The existing Handivote system works for simple plebiscites, but there are inherent com-
plexities involved in taxing and paying for public goods that make the process of voting on
such matters difficult.

In a standard plebiscite people vote “yes” or “no” and whichever gets the greater number
of votes triumphs. There is another way of viewing this procedure as one which first
computes a rational number and then thresholds it. Suppose we have yes= +1 and no
=−1, then the total vote V is calculated as:

(1) V =
∑

n
i=1 vi

n
Where n is the number of votes cast and vi ranges over the individual votes. This number

V is in the range −1..1 and we declare the result a yes vote if V > 0.
Here we will show how one can extend the standard view of one-choice plebiscites to

glean numerical outcomes from a multi-faceted vote. For example, suppose there are 3
telephone numbers that you can text for a vote on library expenditure:

• xxx xxx0 means reduce it by 5%,
• xxx xxx1 means leave it unchanged and
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• xxx xxx2 means increase it by 5%

It is clear that by applying the method in Equation 1 we can obtain a value of V that is a
numeric percentage change in library expenditure. The result is the average of what the
voters want. This will, in our case, be bounded by -5% to +5%, but these bounds could be
varied by those setting the vote, and, at the cost of some slight increase in complexity, a
broader range of numbers to dial could be provided without changing the basic procedure.

Now suppose that there are three items to be decided on: local council tax, school
expenditure and library expenditure. A simple extension to the above-mentioned scheme
could be to set up phone numbers for voting as shown in Table 1.

TABLE 1. Phone numbers for Supporting Voting

Phone number Topic Change
xxx xx00 Council tax down 5%
xxx xx01 Council tax leave as is
xxx xx02 Council tax up 5%
xxx xx10 Libraries down 5%
xxx xx11 Libraries leave as is
xxx xx12 Libraries up 5%
xxx xx20 Schools down 5%
xxx xx21 Schools leave as is
xxx xx22 Schools up 5%

People could then text in to express their personal decisions for each dimension. The
result of applying the procedure in equation 1 to this would be to obtain a vector result
V each of whose elements was a numerical outcome for a particular topic Vo the vote on
council tax, V1 on libraries etc.

4. FUNCTIONAL DEPENDENCIES

If we consider the example given in section 3, there is no guarantee that the proposed
changes to tax and expenditure would be compatible. It is likely that people will vote for
increases in expenditure but not vote sufficient tax increases to cover this. How can this be
handled?

Let us first consider a simple case in which there are only two topics being voted on:
schools and taxes. Suppose that the vote was [4, 2] indicating a 4% increase in school
expenditure and only a 2% increase in taxes to cover it (let us make the simplifying as-
sumption for the moment that schools are the sole form of expenditure). Figure 4 shows
the average vote at position [4,2] and also a diagonal line representing the feasible com-
binations of expenditure and tax. The best choice given the constraints is labeled ‘com-
promise’. This is the point on the feasible set closest to the selected vote: expenditure is
a little lower and tax has risen a little more than people chose in the absence of the func-
tional dependency. In the particular example selected, the compromise option shown on
the graph is to raise both tax and school expenditure by 3%. Although the compromise is
arrived at by a geometric procedure, the end result corresponds closely to our intuition of
what a compromise is.
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FIGURE 4. Choosing between two functionally constrained options.

We illustrated this using a two dimensional system, but for a general n dimensional case
were there are l taxes an m expenditure items, and n=m+ l there will be a linear constraint
of the form

(2)
m

∑
i=1

Viai =
l

∑
j=1

V jb j

where the ai represent share of total expenditure going on item i and b j is the share of
total income obtained by tax j. This constraint defines an n−1 dimensional sub manifold
F that constitutes the feasible set. The best compromise, given the vote will be the point of
intersection between F and the line normal to F passing through V. The assumption being
made here is that the space of economic decisions is locally linear, and that if we minimise
the Euclidean distance between what people have voted for and what is feasible, we will
have the feasible position that is least objectionable to the most people.

Let us look at the procedure for doing this in more detail. Suppose we have an economic
decision problem that is being put to the vote and that the options are to:

(1) Increase value added tax by 5% or reduce it by 5%
(2) To increase the base rate of income tax by 2% or reduce it by 2%
(3) To increase the income tax rate on those earning more than £100,000 to 50% or

leave it at 40%.
(4) To increase defence expenditure by 10% or reduce it by 10%

Now suppose that we get a vote that says, after totalling and averaging that the average
person wants to do the following:

• Increase VAT 1% q1 = 0:01
• Decrease Base Income Tax 1% q2 = -0:01
• Increase High Rate Income Tax 6% q3 = 0:06
• Increase defence by 3% q4 = 0:03
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The first thing we have to do is convert these into a point in a 4 dimensional space spanned
by the axes of VAT revenue, Base Income Tax revenue, High Rate Income Tax revenue,
and defence spending.

This conversion involves going from % quantities to absolute amounts in £ and one can
assume it is a simple linear conversion. Suppose x1,x2,x3,x4 represent the proportional
changes in the 4 headings of revenue and expenditure, and a1..a4 represent current expen-
diture or income from these sources. We would then have the total new revenue from VAT
to be a1x1 etc.

The constraint that the changes in revenue and in tax must balance can then be expressed
as the equation

(3) 0 =
4

∑
i=1

aixi

In what follows let us write x = (x1 . . .x4) and n = (a1 . . .a4) so our equation 3 is ex-
pressible in vector form as

(4) n•x = 0

This effectively defines the normal of a hyperplane. That is to say, it specifies the
direction in 4 D space that is at right angles to the hyperplane. Recall that two lines are
orthogonal if their inner products are 0. We know that all feasible combinations of budget
must obey equation 4. Now this is actually the equation for a hyperplane passing through
the origin of zero change in all variables. The actual choice made by the voters we can
represent as q = (q1 . . .q4), we want to find r the closest point realisable on the hyperplane
to this.

There is a simple formula in analytic geometry for this

(5) r = q− (
q•n
n•n

)•n

The point r is that vector of tax changes and expenditure changes which will both meet
the feasibility criterion and come closest to the mean expressed preferences of the voting
population.

The argument so far has neglected public borrowing. In reality all states depend on
borrowing to meet part of their expenditure and the politics of public debt reduction have
come to dominate Europe recently [5, 3]. The voting process above can be readily extended
to include an extra budget line on the electronic voting form to allow people to vote on the
% change in public borrowing. One can only speculate whether, given a free vote of this
sort, the European public would have endorsed policies that have recently been followed
by their governments. An example is provided in Appendix A.

5. ISSUES OF TRUST

People will only vote if they trust the process. If they can be trusted to vote, they should
be accorded the respect of allowing them to validate the counting process. Andersen [1] be-
moans the handling of the 1997 Canadian election, where scant information was provided,
which impeded voters’ ability to evaluate the results. An example of good communication
is described by Hill [11], who reports on the 1999 Indonesian election where voters were
able to watch, online, how polls were tallied and statistics were calculated. Hill says “It
was, in that sense, an election whose credibility and transparency relied significantly upon
individual citizens’ ability to monitor the electoral process and the entire tabulation of the
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count” (p.525). Allowing voters to do this clearly convinced them of the trustworthiness
of the process. In order to ensure that this trust is fostered and maintained, a number of
aspects must be addressed:

How can we prevent those in power from biasing the process:
The most significant way things can be biased is in the selection of the questions.
The way a question is worded can influence how people vote [8, 24, 15]. The order
in which options are presented can also influence the outcome of an election [14]
and this is especially true when voters are not informed or when they don’t have a
particular preference for one candidate over the others. For example, the Scottish
people will be voting on whether to remain part of the Union. The Prime Ministers
of the UK (David Cameron) and Scotland (Alec Salmond) met and agreed on the
format of the question which would be posed to voters [6]. In the case of budgetary
decsions, if the only options offered were to reduce expenditure and reduce taxes
or increase expenditure and increase taxes you would introduce a huge element
of bias. In part the issue comes down to who should select and formulate the
questions to be voted on. The ‘classical’ solution the Athenians used to decide
what should be put to popular vote was to allow the questions to be formulated by
a panel of citizens who were themselves selected by lot. The use of citizens’ jury
in this way may provide the best protection against manipulation.

How do people know that the counts are fair:
The Handivote system ensures that such tallies can be publicly and independently
counted. By some similar mechanism, this phase of the process could be made
both fair and transparent.

How do we verify the code that arrives at the best compromise:
Rivest [21] argues for electronic voting systems to be certified as being software
independent, ie. a change or error in the software cannot influence the outcome of
the election. As an example of a system that was software dependent, Kohno et al.
[12] analysed the code used by the Diebold’s AccuVote-TS 4.3.1 electronic voting
system. They discovered that it had significant security flaws. They also argue that
a sufficient level of programming discipline was not maintained. They argue for
a more open process which allows many people to scrutinize the code. This will
engender trust, especially in the minds of an increasingly computer literate public
who have a healthy cynicism about the correctness of anything where a computer
has been involved [7].

How should we present the plebiscite results to maximise accessibility:
Effective communication takes planning and effort — it does not happen by acci-
dent. In 1953 Vernon [26] wrote that data presented visually can be understood and
remembered better than if it is presented in tables. Peters et al. [16] discuss pre-
senting health data to a wide variety of people, as would be the case for plebiscite
information. They argue for the principle of “less is more”, arguing that, espe-
cially for people with lower numeracy skills, giving less information led to people
making better choices and eased the cognitive burden. Fagerlin et al. [10] tested
this idea and recommend using plain language and pictographs to improve com-
munication. Zikmund-Fisher et al. [28] report improved communication using
the “less is more” approach. Tufte [25] also argues for the use of visual means of
communicating information and provides many examples of good and bad use of
visuals in doing this.
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6. TRIALING MULTI-DIMENSIONAL VOTING

We tested participatory budgeting within our own School. We implemented the Hand-
ivote process, with the following rationales:

• The software should use only free, open access software, so that it could be used by
anyone, in any country, regardless of wealth and access to sophisticated software.

• Voters should be able to register their vote using whichever mobile phone they
owned, either by traditional SMS messaging or via a browser interface on their
smart phone.

• Allow voting from phones and from the Web.
• Support auditability and transparency by publishing details of all votes cast as well

as enough information to support external validation.
Once the software had been developed and the system was ready, we told staff that we

had a set amount of money available to spend on equipment before the end of the budgetary
year. The money was going to be split between extra storage to increase disk quotas, on
extra processing power, or on personal equipment such as tablets and laptops. We asked
people to help us to decide on the percentage of the amount that should be allocated to
each category. The voter card we used is shown in Figure 6. The card has a QR code on
the front which takes them directly to the applicable web page with their voter card fields
pre-populated. They can then choose the three percentages at will. If they prefer to SMS,
the instructions explain exactly how to do that.

FIGURE 5. Trialling Budgetary Voting

We ran the plebiscite as follows:
• Registration — We prepared the cards, and then issued them as shown in Figure 5.

The cards were placed in a container. Every member of academic staff was asked
to choose a card randomly so that we did not know who had each card.

• Voting — We announced the plebiscite on the 14th January. Voters could register
their votes until midnight on the the 16th January. If the voter felt that the money
should be shared equally he/she would send this SMS:

5139 7796 2690 33 33 33
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FIGURE 6. Handivote Voter Card

FIGURE 7. Voting Interface

If, however, the voter felt that spending money on processing power was unim-
portant, and that the bulk should be spent on storage, they would send this SMS
message:

5139 7796 2690 66 0 33

Note that the final split does not have to be in thirds but can be different depending
on the averaging process.

If the voters wished to vote through the web interface they could visit the ref-
erendum web page. The URL of the web page was provided on the voter card
as a tinyurl as to make typing it easier. Once on the web page, the voters were
presented with the interface in Fig 7.

Voters could make their selections from the drop down menus under each ques-
tion. The system verified that a selection for each question has been made. If
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FIGURE 8. Acknowledgement

this was not the case, a message was displayed. This was done to minimise the
probability of errors during voting.

After the vote was received, a “Thank You” message, as shown in Fig 8, was
displayed. The message contained a snapshot of the time of voting and the voter’s
IP address and was designed to give voters the confidence that their vote was
recorded and at the same time discourage them from repeat voting.

• Publishing — We published the outcome on the 17th January, as shown in Fig 9.

6.1. Trial Results. 33 voter cards were issued. 21 people cast a vote (64%). 14% of
voters voted through SMS, another 19% scanned the QR code on their voting cards and the
rest (67%) accessed the web interface through the browser of a smartphone or a personal
computer.

The results page displayed an overall result. Lower down the page an analysis was
displayed for each question which showed both the average vote received from the voters
and the feasible result after applying constraint optimisation. As explained in Appendix A,
the feasible result is the best compromise given the actual vote and the budget constraint.
The options for each question were listed in descending order of the number of votes.
Voters could verify that their votes were recorded correctly by clicking on the “Show Card
Number” button next to the option they voted for. This displays, in ascending order, the
list of Card Numbers of all voters who submitted votes.

Any votes that were discarded due to failure to match the Card Number and PIN, as
well as any repeat votes, could also be examined on the web page. A list of all valid votes
was also provided, as to facilitate any future audit and re-counting of votes.

We conducted qualitative interviews with members of staff on their voter experience.
Our aim was to establish the usability of the web interface, the Voting Card and the overall
voting process. We were also interested in whether the HandiVote system was perceived to
be appropriate for national level budgetary referendums.

Overall, the voting system was regarded as easy and intuitive to use, and sufficient in-
formation and guidance was provided from both the web interface and the Voting Card.
The availability of multiple voting channels as a means to lower participation barriers and
the convenience of avoiding the trip to the voting booth were recognized. However, voting
though SMS was perceived as more challenging and potentially error prone than voting
through the web interface. The interviewees reported that they experienced no difficul-
ties verifying their votes, as the lists of votes were sorted. They found the opportunity to
verify their vote quite useful in increasing the transparency of the system. All intervie-
wees confirmed that they would like to vote on national budgetary decisions and that they
would be comfortable to use the HandiVote system to place their votes. One of the inter-
viewees, however, expressed hesitation in his understanding of more advanced budgetary
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FIGURE 9. Announcement of Results

FIGURE 10. Supporting Validation

issues. Another interviewee insightfully pointed out that a referendum on taxation would
not make sense without including a corresponding question on spending, and expressed his
satisfaction with the ability of the HandiVote system to support multidimensional voting.
In terms of the voting process, the interviewees expressed concerns about what would hap-
pen if a card got lost or stolen. The interviewees appreciated that budgetary referendums
leave scope for inconsistent votes and were comfortable with the concept of normalising
the result subject to budget constraints. However, it was suggested that a link to a page
explaining the applied mathematical procedures would be beneficial in establishing trust
in the system for those who are interested in more details. Publishing the source code of
the systems for independent expert review was also recommended.
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7. DISCUSSION & CONCLUSION

Ancient direct democracy relied on the physical presence of the population in a town
square to make decisions, along with the random selection of citizens to bear office. Whilst
the tradition of mass assemblies remains in parts of Switzerland (Fig 1) it was not adopted
in other European countries when moves towards democracy were taken in the 19th and
20th centuries. It was clearly infeasible to apply mass assemblies in large nation states.
Modern technology, however, supports and facilitates the formation of virtual assemblies
linked by telecommunication devices. These are currently used mainly for trivial enter-
tainment purposes, in which context there are few safeguards against fraud, because this
is not an important consideration in the entertainment context. We have argued that it is
relatively simple to make such virtual assembly voting secure and transparent. (Appendix
B presents a discussion of the vulnerabilities of Handivote) Moreover, it is possible to ex-
tend such voting beyond simple yes/no alternatives, to allow direct voting on one of the
most contentious issues in modern politics: the balance of public expenditure and taxation.
With appropriate design such votes can be constructed in such a way as to give results that
are both financially consistent, and also select a combination of tax levels and expenditure
levels that most closely approximate the revealed preferences of the general public.
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APPENDIX A. EXAMPLE CALCULATIONS WITH UK DATA

Let us take a hypothetical example approximately based on the 2011 UK Budget in
order to demonstrate the application of the algorithm. We can construct a referendum
based on the following 2011 UK Budget figures:

Budget Heading: Revenue Amount for 2011
VAT = 20% Approximately £86×109

Income Tax, assumed to be flat at 30% for
all income groups for simplicity

Approximately £153×109

Budget Heading: Spending
Pensions Approximately £120×109

Health Care Approximately £121×109

Budget Heading: Borrowing
Government Borrowing £2× 109 (This figure is not real, rather it

was chosen to balance the budget in this
example)

Now let us assume that the referendum in this example consists of 4 questions, each
asking for adjusting (increasing, decreasing or keeping the same) the values of VAT, In-
come Tax, Spending for Pensions, and Spending for Health Care and that borrowing is to
remain the same.

The options might be:

VAT Income Tax Pensions Spending Health Care Spending
Decrease to 18% Decrease to 25% Leave as it is Decrease by 15%
Decrease to 15% Decrease to 20% Increase by 5% Decrease by 10%
Leave as it is Leave as it is Increase by 10% Increase by 10%
Increase to 21% Increase to 33% Increase by 15% Increase by 15%

Suppose the the average changes to each heading after voting were:
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• VAT average vote: -8.75%
• Income Tax average vote: -12.5%
• Pensions Spending average vote: 6.25%
• Health Care Spending average vote: -1.25%

Let us now calculate the dot product q.n from equation 5

86×109 ×−0.0875+153×109 ×−0.125+−120×109 ×0.0625+

−121×109 ×−0.0125+2×109 ×0 =−32.6375×109 = α

The dot product n.n from equation 5 is calculated as follows

(86×109)2+(153×109)2+(−120×109)2+(−121×109)2+(2×109)2 = 5.985×1022 = β

In the above equations spending terms enter with negative sign and revenue terms enter
with positive. By applying the equation 5 we find the feasible changes in tax and spending
closest to the average vote

• VAT feasible change =−0.0875− (α/β)86×109 =−4.05992%
• Income Tax feasible change =−0.125− (α/β)153×109 =−4.15602%
• Pensions Spending feasible change =0.0625−(α/β)(−120×109)=−0.294297%
• Health Care Spending =−0.0125− (α/β)(−121×109) =−7.84883%

The results are summarised as follows

Average Vote Feasible Change
VAT -8.75% -4.05992%
Income Tax -12.5% -4.15602%
Pensions 6.25% -0.294297%
Health Care -1.25% -7.84883%

Let us now verify that the feasible changes satisfy the constraint in equation 5.2 by
working out the error in £ were the tax rates and expenditures to be adjusted this way

((−0.0405992)×86+

(−0.0415602)×153+

(−0.00294297)(−120)+

(−0.0784883)(−121)

+0∗2)×109 =−£1100

It is evident that the result of the multiplication of the feasible changes by the corre-
sponding amounts in pounds is a relatively very small value (not equal to 0 due to round-
ing error) therefore the feasible changes are consistent with balanced budget. In practice
of course the adjustments of tax rates could not be this exact since they would have to be
expressed in whole percentage terms.
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APPENDIX B. HANDIVOTE VULNERABILITIES

Electronic voting systems can deal with potential attacks in one of two ways:

(1) Resist Attacks: use complicated cryptographic systems to prevent attacks.
(2) Reveal Attacks: exercise reasonable precautions but do not attempt to cover all

eventualities. Provide enough information, after the plebiscite is over, for voters
to verify that their votes have been registered correctly and that the outcome is
sound.

The disadvantage of the first approach is that is cannot easily be understood by the average
citizen. Furthermore, it can only resist anticipated attacks. Emergent attacks that have not
been anticipated are likely to both succeed and remain undetected. The disadvantage of
the latter approach is that some attacks to the integrity of the system could succeed. We
have chosen the latter approach, to maximise understandability of Handivote and count on
the implemented verifiability to offset the possible risks.

FIGURE 11. Handivote Prototype Architecture

The architecture can be attacked as indicated in the dotted squares the diagram in Figure
11:

(1) Man in the Middle Attack: this is an attack where someone eavesdrops on the
communication between different computer systems, and can change the content
of the message to suit their own ends. These attacks are relatively easy to prevent
by encrypting all messages, which renders sniffing fruitless. Unfortunately, this
mitigation technique does not apply to SMS messages. It is indeed possible for
an insider to interfere with SMS messages, but this kind of attack is rare and only
available to an attacker who works for the mobile service provider.

(2) Denial of Service Attack: This attack uses an array of computers to send millions
of requests to the handivote system, essentially flooding it, and making it impos-
sible for the system to cope with genuine requests. There are some techniques for
spotting this kind of attack but they are not always successful.

(3) Software Error and Malfunctions: we chose not to resist such attacks but rather to
reveal their activities during the publication stage.
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(4) Attack on database storage or web page sources: either by a hacker or by an ad-
ministrator. Cearly administrators will have to be thoroughly vetted. Furthermore,
we keep the card details on a different computer system, which is administered by
a different body so that the administrators would have to collude in order to sub-
vert the system by abusing their knowledge of voter numbers. We would also rely
on the publication stage to reveal the results of their activities so that miscreants
can be caught and punished.

(5) Social Engineering: This kind of attack either coerces the voter into voting the
way the attacker wishes them to vote, or simply uses the voter’s card to place the
vote him or herself. No system which allows unsupervised voting can withstand
these kinds of attacks.


